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Release Updates

The following are implemented in 4.57:

1. Change Requests implemented

2. General changes and
improvements 

3. Fixes

Change Requests Implemented
SWASFT CCN SW2.001 - Safeguarding Framework [11275]

Some minor �xes for this already delivered CCN. Unwanted old information is no
longer included in the DASH form [13036] and a �x for the integration engine
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regarding marking some sends as successful even though an error occurred
[13147].

SWASFT CCN SW2.014 - Referral automation phase 1 [12836]
Improvement on the program to bulk upload external receivers

SW2.019 - Meds exclusion [13020]
Synchronize how drug administration (history and current) is presented. Partial
delivery in this release.

SW2.027 - iPage functionality 13021
A vital signs page for Zoll data has been implemened. Similar to the iPage in the
monitor section of MobiMed.

SW2.031 - CWS Search timeout [13022]
Improvement of the search screen. Improvement on how to show if a search was
successful, partial or failed.



SW2.048 - Copy from safeguarding [13023]
Changing the PDF generation to allow copying text.

SW2.058 - Username caching [13024]
Stop caching user name between sessions. This function is controlled with a
setting in AdminTool.

SC322 - SNOMED and ADS Updates [13019]
Update the ePR to use terms as de�ned in SNOMED regarding the Ambulance Data
Set (ADS). Partial delivery of this CCN in this release. When �nalizing the test it was
discovered that this change a�ects other parts of the ePR. SCAS can use this
software version but should remain on an earlier ePR version.

NI008 - SCR0267: Non-conveyance [13114]
Changes to the ePR for non-conveyance

NIAS - ePCR updates necessary for rollout [12170]
Add possibility to reference sections in JRCalc [12578]
Virtual keyboard is activated when clicking a read-only �eld [12701]
Pressing enter on the on-screen keyboard in medication search closes the popup
[12767]
NIAS - Defects found in UAT 4.56 [13117]

LIV - ePR changes, primary and secondary missions layout [12656]
Changes of ePR to support primary and secondary mission layout. Partial delivery
in this release.

Vestreviken - ePCR changes [12593]
A set of ePR changes requested by the customer. Partial delivery in this release.

General changes and improvements
Actions after SWAST penetration test
  Removed debug tools from C:\UX10\Windows and similar address [13089]
  Updated to make sure Update service path is quoted [13090]

MobiMed REST-API: Fix for not possible to use other then global con�g when not
using constructor for careepisodes. Used in Singapore [13082]



Added possibility to create an automated case summary. Used in Singapore
[13109]

Improvement of automated export of records. Make sure export is complete before
putting �les in export folder. Used in Singapore [13116]

Fixed issue with MobiMed security token service (STS) overwriting con�guration.
[13145]

Improved behaviour when requesting a large set of records [13151]

Setting state to signed should write variable ePRSigned to ePR. [13158]

Updated authentication for FHIR integration [13055]

Add possibility to mark an installation as a secondary/backup server [13150]

Updates for Singapore go-live 
  Improvements for Singapore during �nal preparations for go-live [13110] 
  Reports [12777] 
  Login [13163] 
  Performance issue [13168]

Fixes
Added missing content in SCAS reports [13112]

Changed internal encryption method to achieve compliance with Microsoft FIPS
validation [13113]

Fixed that eprCombosearch get "greyed out" in readonly mode [12876]

Fixed that it is possible to change year in the eprDOB control with the keyboard
when forced format yy/MM/dd is used. [12718]

Fixed problem with that TabItemNoFocusOnContent did not work with minimal
report [12870]

Fixed problem when starting Mobimed from command line with known
careepisode guid [12872]

Fixed problem with possibility to enter a later time than con�gured in
ePRTimeStamp Max/min [12875]

Fixed problem with AuditLogging of settings, larger settings was truncated at
display [12978]

Fixed problem in SWASFT ePR regarding Safeguarding, reversed date format
YYYY/MM/DD [13043]

Text updates to SWASFT Safeguarding, regarding "Child is not the patient" [13052]

Fixed problem with a setting used to auto log out when closing patient, used by
Gävleborg [13072]

Fixed problem with ServerInstaller: Cannot change the provider used to connect to
the database. [13077]

Increase timeout when waiting for DBI connection in MobiMed [13078]

Fixed problem with server installer aborting when checking dbi/dbo connection
[13080]



Fixed problem with wrong time format for hours in some of SWASFT ePR pages
[13084]

Fixed problem with SWASFT Tablet crashing when triggering automated referral
prompt [13092]

Fixed problem with sorting in AdminTool of published EPrs on disk [13106]

Fixed problem with upgrading EPr con�g when stored zip, if zip not completely
downloaded when importing an error occured. Discovered in SWASFT. [13118]

Fixed problem with SWASFT WebPortal search. It should be possible to search for
anything, not only numbers [13120]

Fixed problem with memory leak in eprSearchCombo [13159]

Fixed problem with updating MMM on Terminal Server. Remove side-e�ects if
MMM was in use during upgrade [13161]

Installation and deployment
For installing this release. Please contact our Service and Support at the below
addresses.

UK market: support@ortivus.co.uk

Other markets: support@ortivus.com

Release Information
This is a commercial release on the following markets:
• Norway
• Sweden
• United Kingdom
• Italy

Upgrade to this release can be done from release 4.2 and onwards.

Please contact your customer representative for more information.
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